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IVIEWER::; COOLEt , David P. (Dave) .. 
• , • # • 

Cooley: ·: This is NS-A' ral Histo 2008-81 . Today Is 23 OE!oe.mber 2008. and we 

::are talking·! •• Senior Technical Lead.irlof lhe ~u:t~j 
:: Solutions Groub of the Information Assurance Directorate 
J J.vllf oe· retiring at the end of the month and has consen e o 
·· provide us a caree.r retrospect1.'e interview I am David Cooley, the Oral 
:: Historian for thti.Ce(lter for Cryptologic History This interview is being 
: : recorded in the SAB·? Oral History Room The classmcat1on of this 
: : interview is ,er e.@0,:tFfifJIOOhlUtif. We can adjust this classification at 
: : the end if need be I · ithe Center for Cryptologic History wants to 
•. thank you for taking time- out of you busy schedule to partIc1pate m this 
: : career retrospective oral histort interview. As this is a career 
· · retrospectrve, would you provide us an overview of your academic 
: : background and how you ca"i:ne to work at NSA. and your early career at 
: :NSA? • 

1· : sac when I was in college, I V:anted to become an electronics engineer 
____ _. :At the end of my junior year, the ~gency was there interviewing people I 

:thought it'd be a great opportunity tp get some real experience working 
·with electronics I came down hereior summer hire; worked in the 
:production shop in the satellite group~. , found the work very interesting. 
:very challenging I went back, received. my degree. and decided to come 
·and work here at the A enc full time . Also an incentive at that time is that 

Upon completion of my schooling, I stayed with the Agency And I have 
found my careers here wonderful They have.been challenging If you get 
tired of this little area or a certain area, there's"always another area you 
can move into I started off w1 equipment design I was able to move 
into management I ended up having some mtere.stmg dIscuss1ons with 
the logistics people, the production people here, w~ got into reliabiltty 
issues I first worked in the satellite world where wf!re very much 
interested in rehabihty of the components Matter of ~ct, that was the 
most important thing-is the quality of the parts going lfD there After that, 
then , we had some interesting rehab11ity discussions as t9 whether a part 
was adequate or not adequate It became very challengi ~ to sit down 
and look at some of the failures of the equipment, saying , • ee, can ? Is 
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this equipment still good enough to launch for a satellite? Have I got some 
reservations about it?'' If we're talking here about a twenty-thousand
dollar piece of equipment, fort~-thousand dollars. but the satellite 1s 
running into the millions of dollars So ,rs not the cost of the crypto 
equipment that was at stake here, it was really the cost of the satellite 
And 1f we ever lost a satellite, the other ramrf1cation 1s · how long would rt 
take us to find a replacement satellite to go in orbit to fill in that hole in 
our either our communications networks or m our intelligence networks 
After working m the space community for about ten years m the research 
and development area. I staye-j in IAD. went over to the production side. 
ran some production contracts At which pomt. then. I migrated mto the 
tactical radio (8% in) about the mid-'90s. I moved into tactical radios and 
to systems engineering And ny last couple of years here in the Agency 
has been with the crypto-modem1zat1on effort It has been an interesting 
challenge to sit down with the various services. look at their systems, and 
try and explain to them where there are ways they could enhance the 
secunty with relatively no impact to their system Most of the services. 
when they come 1n. are interested in Just. "I want a replacement for the 
boxes that are out there I don't want any enhancements: don·t want any 
changes· But when you sit dcwn and explain to them the add1ttonal 
benefits we could have--such as when you talk to software downloads 
(8% and) equipment, everythmg's become programmable And you ask 
them, "Are you concerned aboJt anybody altering your software?· And 
the answer would usually come back ''Yes. we are, but they weren·t sure 
how to do ,t So we'd sit down and discuss with them the cryptographic 
techniques that could be applied to make that software really only 
changed by authonzed people And then, the other area was, "Well. we 
make a lot of changes Do we have to always go back to NSA?" And the 
answer was, "No. you don't ha,e to There are good commercial software 
packages--algonthms--out there you could use The main thing 1s that you 
take the time to actually prated your software accordingly ·· Ifs been a 
great career We have wonderful people here that are very challenging 

\/Vhere did you go to do your undergraduate work? 

, Okay good Could you describe your work with the Space Shuttle 
I 
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program and NASA? 

Certainly Back in the early ·aos, we were doing some work I was 
working mainly with the Air Force. trying to protect the Air Force command 
and control links At that point the Air Force was going to move from 
launching their satellites from missiles or rockets. to using the shuttle 
orbiter So I was tasked or requested to come up with the concept for the 
equ,pments--the architecture--that would protect the command links from 
the satellite to the shuttle itself I 

I The other challenge there ,s NASA was felt they 
L-...,......,._...-~~ ....... """' were ma 1s1cJ environment that was to be open They were sharing their 
knowledge with anybody and everybody ·cause that was part of their 
charter We were talking to them one time. and explained to them 
or about their command links to the orbiter were subJect to being .. either 
denial of service on those comi,unication hnks or someone could take 1t 
over And they didn't believe 1..s But for some reason, one of the 
administrators heard about it arid he tasked his eo le to come u with an 
anal sis of ,t 

.. .. .. . . . . . . _______ "!""!"" ___ ....,.. _____ ....,.. ___ ...... 

So again. I was My task was expan a so o 
"""""':c~o~m~e~u=-p~w~,~~a~p-=a-:r.:!1cular coocept And it's interesting working with the 

NASA people They have an entirely different view on things One of the 
things Their pnmary importance. obviously. ,s the safety of the crew 
And we had some requirements we had to work wrth that we had never 
worked before how do you meet environmental requirements? I 
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people. ttiough Had a great c:>ntractor back here that we were that (8% :: 
I) was under contract helping cevelop the equipment We had a great : : 
hme .-. ___________________________ __,. 

D:d ?I =: 

.. . . . 

•, 
•, 
•, .. .. 

• Okay Now you had reference:::1 previously your involvement or about 
: having special assignments wi•h the Challenger 

-----.1.: Yes 

Cooley: • Problem? Could you talk to us a little bit about that? 

.. I ____ ,.f ... 1_t _w_a_s_n_·1_s_o_m_u_ch_l _h_a_d_d_ir_e_c_t _a_cc_e_s_s_1_n_to_1t_ 
.,, 
~------ And when Challenger went off unfor It was ((an)) unfortunate • 
~ day I can still remember in the hallway here we were lookm forward 
; to . with excitement for the fli ht in off 
i 
i 
~~~~_.And then. it became very depressing when we heard about the 
i Challenger--the accident Two of the men that worked for me at that time 

had gone down to NASA They had trained them on the use of the 
equipment They had become very friendly with some of the astronauts 
They knew two of the astronauts personally So ,t was a tragedy, then. 
that happened Then when NASA went through and did the search and 
rescue--well. not really the rescue--but the search to obta,n the classified 
:nformat:on and stuff. we had two people going down there--as they 
brought 1n the debns from the spacecraft or from the shuttle orb1ter-
lookmg for the crypto gear that was on board both the spacecraft and the 

----------rr orbiter itself Those boxes There were four boxes on board They have 
IPL 86-36/50 USC 3605_ 
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been returned here to the Agency I turned them over to the archives 
group back in the late ·sos. ((The)) boxes were designed to withstand 
twenty thousand times the for~ of gravity for shock testing in all axes 
When we went to our qualification testing, we hit it twenty-seven times with 
that shock. never lost a bit Ard when they came back. the boxes were in 
pieces So 1t gave you an tdea of the tremendous force that occurred 
when that ex. I'm not so sure• was the explosion that tore the boxes 
apart as much as when It hit the water 

Water. yeah 

I mean. the speeds they were traveling when 1t hit the water. it's hke h1tt1ng 
a brick wall But there were tremendous forces involved in that 

:Cooley: What was the most 1nterestIng JOb that you had dunng your IAD career? 

I .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
.. 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

That's a tough question to answer All the JObs were interesting The work 
here at the Agency Is so vaned. it's hard not to find something that's 
interesting ((He clears his throat)) Excuse me I guess there were two I 
really en1oyed working with NA.SA because It was something brand new 
they had not worked with before We were trying to get with them and 
explain to them what benefits the security would provide to the orbiter. So 
it was nice to do that way a let of educatton to the people down there 
And they were great people to work with And then, the last one I really 
enJoyed Is at the end of my career here, where we·re going through 
modem1zrng our cryptographic algorithms Again. rl's nice to s,t down with 
people, explain to them the benefits that security can bring Most of the 
time, the Agency was considered as a problem or a nuisance or 
something else--because 1f the crypto didn't work, they couldn't 
communicate If the crypto waked, they loved it It was good 
commun1cat1on hnks And more often than not. they were hav,ng 
problems either the keys were incorrect. they got the wrong key. they 
didn·t have the key But it didn't matter to them The fact ,s the system 
didn't work because the crypto So when we got into the crypto
modern1zation efforts here. trying to talk to them and explain to them what 
the problems were--why we had to replace the cryptography Because 1t' s 
unusual talking to some of the services They don t mind changing the 
designs of their equipment to cccommodate new technology But for 
some reason, the crypto Is never supposed to have new technology And 
when you sit down and explain to some of them that the cryptography they 
were using was generated or ceveloped in the ·6os, they're shocked 
Here rt Is forty years later; we ·re still using the same technology from a 
cryptographic standpoint So then. they became more understanding what 
we were try,ng to do And again, to sit there and explain to them the 
benefits we could bring from a security's perspective using some of this 
stuff with (B0,'o designing) of so,ware, role models so that when you come 
1n Only people allowed to do certain things can do thing can do those 
operations on equipment For example, we Just had a discussion with the 

----------. Navy We were saying--about having role models for the equipmentI PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 I 
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having rt securely done so that not everybody can come up and turn on a 
box. maintain it. change software. but just certain people And they were 
adamant about domg that They satd. "No. we don't want to have any 
kinds of password protection Or\ the box .. And after some d1scuss1ons we 
realize what was bothering the'Tl ,s this was going on a Navy fighter 
aircraft They didn't want the plot to have to srt there and worry about 
what the password is If he's in a dog fight and he gets a power glitch and 
has to reset his crypto. "No. I don't want to worry about it ·· I said. ·You 
don·t have to .. And they said. 'Huhr They were confused I said. "What 
you do is. if the person ... As far as I'm concerned in this Agency. if a 
person cannot get on board a baded--fully loaded wrth weapons an 
aircraft on a Navy base or on an aircraft carrier. he's got all the authority 
he needs to turn on the box ard operate 1t But that doesn't give him the 
right to change the software I; doesn't give him the nght to do the 
maintenance So when we design the box. let's just put the password 
protection for the people who are doing maintenance, for the administrator 
of the box, people doing software downloads And when they realized 
that, they became very eager t:> do those kinds of things ·cause they 
were p They were concerned about somebody doing that But they felt 1t 
was all or nothing So rt was an interesting educational expenence And 
there was (sic] a lot of other services had the same kind of attitude rt was 
all or nothing When you sit down and you start talking to them and 
explaining, -u doesn't have to be 'all or nothing· other than when it comes 
to the cryptography For other aspects of the radio which we·re not 
deahng (8% with) secunty--but it's more ava1lab1hty-1t's you call You 
make the decisions how you want to handle it · And ,rs been a challenge. 
and I think the word's been getting out there slowly So those have been 
the two things I've looked forward the most 

Did you notice continually in your career here--when you were working 
with outside customers one. jJst a lack of knowledge of what crypto was? 
And two. if they had some knowledge of ,t. a lack of ((he pauses)) a lack 
of the patience to work with ,t Do you understand what I ? A lot of 
issues that you were saying there with the Navy folks._ .A lot of people 
don't want to bother with ,t unless it's .that it's always seamless. nght? 

When I first came here. back in the ·sos. there were so many restnctions 
with the use of the cryptograpry It really was hard for the military They 
were afraid of violating the directives And to them, ,t becomes a cnmrnal 
offense If you lose your key, that's a criminal offense So do you want to 
go and spend a couple of days ,n the stockade for this? That was what I 
think that was the biggest protiem You lose your equipment-ifs a 
criminal offense Ifs not Just a high-value ,tern, they were cnmrnal 
offenses for them So (8% there was) Very reluctant to use ,t Then 
when they were forced to use,. they weren't sure how it worked So I 
believe when we started changing th1ngs--changing the handling 
requirements The ftrst thing. they came up and said. "Well. we'll call 1t a 

-, ---------, COM SEC controlled item ~ It t,,ok a lot of the criminal aspects out of 1t 
~L 86-36/50 USC 3605 • 
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So now they could say. ·well. ·1ou can have the equipment If you lose It. 
alright, you lost it." No one·s g•:>ing to go to jail no one·s going to get shot 
So I think that did an awful lot lo help the services We also opened 
up In the beginning, when I first came here in the '70s. you had to get a 
special access for cryptographic information When they opened 1t up 
then we were able to talk to the acquIsrt1on people And rt was no longer a 
mystery or a black art They u1derstood a little bit more They still didn't 
like rt because of the rules and restrictions They came later, with a 
relaxation of that But now, in :he last ten to fifteen years, we·ve had so 
many military come through here, and they·ve participated in the 
programs I believe we have done a great service to the services And 
when the people come here--that they sit down. they go through it. they 
get a better understanding of v,hat we're trying to do and apprecIatIon for 
the fact. "'You may not like our crypto equipment because ,rs burdensome 
it's awkward. may cost you something But there's a reason for why we've 
done It And 1t does protect your people, your communications And if you 
really have to go in the clear. that's your call as a commanding officer 
Because, obviously, the missicn·s more important then--and the lives of 
your people--than trying to Just keep some of the information protected · 
So I think the people coming ttirough here have a better apprecIatIon and 
then been able to go back out nto the military And a lot of the 
partnerships we've had recentty with the service acqu1s1tIon elements has 
helped a lot--that they're now understanding more what we're trying to 
accomplish and the rationale behind things They may still not hke It 
There·s still some ways to go. but there·s a big difference in todays 
environment than it was when I first came here back m the late '60s 

Good Mmm hmm What INFOSEC technology do you believe ,s the 
greatest contribution .. has made the greatest contribution during your 
career? What one thing during your career do you think Is the real 
INFOSEC high water mar1<? 

I_ Ah ((He pauses )) I think ,ts 1appening now, but let me give you a little 
-------1. background And ,t has to do with the programmability today I think that's 

• the best thing We're making i: easier It's become more releasable We 
• can deal with 1t Technology·s moving too fast Back m the '60s. the '70s, 
• the ·aos, you built a box. and we were the mainstay We never change 
• VVhen we I d,d a lot m the space community And they considered the 

satellite as a truck with boxes bolted onto it for the various technologies 
• Whether it be for the intelligence wor1d or for the communications world. it 

didn't matter We were always considered part of that truck We were 
• the We were never the paylo3d. we were always the truck We re the 

vehicle, the bus, that got it from the ground to on orbit and maintained 1t 
: So they d1dn t care about the technology changing In 1972, we started 
• what I would consider the first :>rogrammable effort At that time. we were 
: trying to do some secure anh-Jam systems with both the Air Force and the 

.----------.· Navy And anything we had too big too heavy, too bulky too slow And I PL 86 - 36150 use 3605 I they were right We hit every Every requirement we were breaking their ...... 
'iOP 0 
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backs on We were exceeding the values they could afford And we 
actually went out and convinced them to or convinced our management 
through the office level to give them Just a small, integrated circu1t--that's 
all. nothing else And we woul,j work with them to put the correct security 
procedures in We had some good successes (B% E-PLOORS) today 
has been around since then t:·s still around today It's the backbone for 
the Army and the Marines. We have The Navy·s Link-16 system has a 
( 1-2G) there that's out And then we have The Air Force has JTIDS 
Those programs were done back in '72 It's an imbedded effort But after 
a couple of years, the .. Then the director of communica . deputy director 
for communications became concerned he was losing control And he 
took everything back under the NSA's auspices and went back to building 
black boxes We continued to build black boxes And now, as you know 
we are into the embedded effort we·re going out wrth cryptographic 
modules. software applications. And I think that's the best on the 
technology We have seen a lot of advances in technology, but the 
services are looking at rt from a perspective of ,n the '?Os. you were only 
ten percent of my budget In the 2000 time period. 1f we didn't go with the 
embedment effort. rn the 1990s. without before we started embedding 
we went to 20 percent or 25 percent So. yes we were smaller. we were 
lighter, we were cheaper But Ne were still more of their budget for the 
size. the weight. the cost By going to the embedded. we went back down 
and we're now able to take better advantage of the technology and truly 
give them a solutton which Is secure--but It Is. In fact, a lot cheaper more 
reliable. less power Some of these people have enough stuff (B% 
at) .Some of our soldiers have enough stuff they·re carrying out into the 
field; they don't need another set of battenes hanging around (8% of) five 
pounds They don·t need an edra radio. They needed something small 
and integrated And I think thats the best thing we·re doing And now that 
we're going into more of the ccmmerc1al cryptography where we have the 
policy that the AES algorithm is strong enough that we can properly 
implement it wrth our security requirements and desrgn evaluations, is 
even making rt easier from a [sic] interoperability releaseabihty standpoint 
So I think we·re going to find some very big benefits in what's going on in 
about the last five years and what'II go on for about the next five to eight 
years 

Cooley: Okay, good What do you behave Is the greatest challenge In the future 
for the Information Assurance Directorate? 

1. In reflecting on the biggest challenge that's facing IAO today, I behave 
____ ...., there are three kinds of customers out there We kind of use the terms 

loosely, and it gets confusing I have a customer--whrch Is [sic) the 
acquIsrt10n elements for the services They re required to come up wrth 

: new equipment designs and to do the actual procurement for the servrces 
: We have another customer set up there called the operators the people 

r 
in the field who have to ltve wItt'\ the boxes. they have to get them to work I PL 86-36/50 use 3605 _ to communicate from point "A'' to point ··s- We also have a group out 
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there I call customers They're the service people who are thinking into 
the future what they want to de, how they want to communicate. what's 
[sic) their network structures going to be In my career here. I have not 
had enough dialogue with the people who are th1nk1ng about the future 
commun1cat1on networks--the tuture communication systems That's the 
group I think we need to get better contact with and build some better 
bridges with. Right now. I'm still seeing the services come 1n. saying. 
··we·ve got this architecture we·re happy the way the system performs 
without crypto. but 1t has to protect classified information So would you 
please come in and add your crypto to it And. oh, by the way, it's got to 
be very small In size, weight, p:>wer and cost·· That's okay, but when we 
do add our cryptography into 1t. we do modify the system parameters. 
System performance can't change And 1f I start changing the system 
performance. then you're going to have a problem with the serv1ces-
·cause they'll be disappointed with it UYes, we ran all these great tests 
We liked it when 1t was passing in the plaintext But now I'm having a 
harder time communicating rm getting more static 1n my Imes I'm 
having more errors come thro1..gh my data It's just not a comfortable 
feeling .. And that's because the crypto 1s In there modrfy1ng the 
parameters So when If we can find out more of what they·re doing. 
where they want to go five to ten years down the road--preferably ten 
years and out--we can start modifying our architectures of the equipment 
today, telling them where (B% their) system performance parameters 
impacts will occur A recent e>ampte has to do with the crypto
modem1zation They came to JS and said wanted to know why they had 
to upgrade the cryptography (We] Explained to them all the rationale 
why They understood And they went away and they came back about 
three months later, said, "We've briefed the captain in the Navy we·ve 
briefed the admiral They understand the problem They're willing to sign 
on board We thmk 1t going to cost about sixty to seventy million dollars to 
do the retrofit of the equipment. and they're willing to buy into it " So we 
had some further d1scuss1ons And 1n do,ng that, they had made a couple 
of mistakes in some assumpticns they made because they did not 
understand the cryptographic properties. When I explained to them the 
impacts to their system because of cryptographic properties, the bill went 
up to about eight hundred million dollars They couldn't afford 1t. so they 
had to put that on hold for a ccx..,ple of years while they went ahead and 
figured out how they could tie that mto their normal production rollovers for 
their equipment ,n the system Those are the kinds of impacts rm thinking 
of If we can talk better to the get more information or better information 
from the people doing the planfl1ng of how they re going to communicate m 
the future, we could make changes to their system performance to 
accommodate some of the cryptographic problems or ((Slight pause )) 
Yeah. I can't think of the word ·19ht now. the characteristics of the 
cryptography. take advantage •:>f 1t. not have ,t show up as a problem 1n the 
system Because nght now. a lot of times they'll come back and say. 
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Cooley: 

1'8P: 8E8FIEiH:'88MIHif 

· Well, I got great quality when ·m not encrypted But when I encrypt ,t. the 
quality goes decreases .. 

Mmmhmm 

..._ ___ ---'-[ ·we need to have the quality the same·· And it's not the fact we need to 
• make their plaintext quality poorer. we need to make the crypto better 
• And that means understanding their system and being able to maybe 
• make some minor changes to the system performance--wh,ch they won't 
• notice but would. in fact. ,mprCNe the cryptography's performance in the 
: system 

Cooley: : Okay. good Is there any final comment you·d hke to make? 

,-----1 Only final comment Is I had a great career here We have a great 
workforce It s been fun It's been challenging And anybody who ever 
comes here could never say they've . they had a dull or boring 
assignment for their career--because It only takes a httle looking around to 
find a great assignment that would be challenging And it's one of the 
things I've always loved about this place the challenges and it's never 
boring There·s always something new. different and interesting coming 
along--whether it be the space world .. You get tired of working space after 
a while, go work combat applications for the Army If you don't hke that, 
you can go work with the Navy on some of the nuclear command and 
control ((He chuckles )) Theres always something new and interesting 
You got your latest networks coming In 

Cooley: Okay 

.__ ___ .....,I_ So it's been great 

Great Wellr---7we thank :1ou for taking the time to come down, and Cooley: 
• wish you t~luck in your retirement 

-----.1: ~ Thank yqc; 

:-~Alnght•thank you ((TR NOTE Audio ends here)) Cooley: .. . . 
.-: 
.-: ,: 
,: 
,C • 
C • ,. 

1 
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